
MICROSOFT IN INDIA

Microsoft India Private Limited is a subsidiary of American software company Microsoft Corporation, headquartered in
Hyderabad, India. The company first.

We aim to democratize AI to make it available to all. Prior to Google, Sanjay was at Microsoft for over 18
years in various Engineering and General Management roles, notably founding the Microsoft India
Development Center at Bangalore, focused on online advertising. Prior to Microsoft, Binu worked with
Yahoo, where his stint involved various cloud platforms like Hadoop, the Yahoo IaaS, and distributed data
processing. However, corporate occupiers are likely to remain cost-sensitive, consider adoption of workplace
strategies for efficient space-utilization. Sundar has a wide range of experiences from building consumer
products, cloud services at scale and building intelligent services using AI. The engineering teams work in an
open office layout in a building that reflects both ethnic Indian architecture and modern structural material.
Most recently, Rajiv has helped redefine productivity for billions of mobile-only workforce and citizens in
emerging markets. It is expected to merge many of its India operations and serve as a base for further
expansion. She was also a recipient of the prestigious University of California Regents Scholarship during her
graduate program. Earlier, Microsoft was scouting for 1. The design also includes features that provide easy
access and convenient movement for differently able people. The intersection with people and society presents
an incredible opportunity to create a lasting, positive impact on the world and in India. A veteran who joined
the division in since its inception, Chitra has headed a range of support functions across the company.
Microsoft set up its India operations in  We partner with organizations to transform them into a digital
company by developing new capabilities to engage better with their customers, empower their employees,
optimize their operations, and transform their products. He loves sports and lives in Hyderabad with his wife
and two sons. We have come a long way since then â€” supporting text input in all 22 constitutionally
recognized Indian languages across our products, and Windows interface-support in 12 languages. Having
begun his career with Microsoft in , Amaresh has held a range of leadership positions in strategy, finance and
business development in the embedded and mobile business. Deepak completed his B. He joined Microsoft in
April and has previously worked on various products including Windows Networking, Web Services
protocols, Server Virtualization, etc. With a history of building scalable platforms, he has broad experience in
leading high performing teams building distributed systems, across start-ups and large enterprise. Raj has been
contributing to Microsoft since , working across a wide variety of areas spanning security, operating system,
networking and browsers -- with teams from Microsoft TV, to Windows Security, to Internet Explorer and
most recently, Microsoft Edge. In a career spanning more than two decades he has worked in multiple
technologies in Office, Search, Windows and Azure. Bhasha India provides computing tools for Indic
languages. Its mission is to empower every person and every organization on the planet to achieve more. He
started his career as a Software developer working on telephony switches in Siemens and Ericsson. He also led
the transformation of the "Test" role into "Data and Analytics" role while on the Microsoft Edge team -- with a
new focus on telemetry, data, analysis, and quality assessment at scale from the customer's perspective. It is
also setting up a 7acre campus in Hyderabad, which will be its biggest outside the US. Debi is an inventor
with over 50 patents filed and 28 patents granted. Our partners use our cognitive services, IoT, and machine
learning models to create inclusive solutions designed to solve societal and business problems. He then spent
some time as an architect in MSN in the fun times of early when Google started disrupting the cloud
paradigms. More Digital Transformation in India We help businesses reimagine how they bring together
people, data, and processes to create value for their customers and maintain a competitive advantage in a
digital-first world. He made the move to Microsoft India Development Center in  He is a firm believer that AI
amplifies human ingenuity and that AI will help humans achieve a lot more in our future. We partner with
governments, as well as private and public institutions to develop cloud-based technological solutions to
digitally transform every sector in India. To support a comprehensive, cross-company and cross-industry
approach to cybersecurity, Microsoft invests more than a billion dollars a year in security research, innovation,
and development. Rajiv started at Microsoft right out of university in 


